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A TRIP TO DEVIL’S DEN

A smoke-fogged battlefield; a spectator on horseback, plastic ear buds  

in place to dull the pounding of cannon fire; a weary Confederate sucking 

down a post-ceasefire McCafé: welcome to Devil’s Den, a gorgeous 

documentation of the Battle of Gettysburg’s 150th anniversary re-enactment.

BY LAUREN WESTERFIELD

Above: Battlefield Mini Mart, 2013. Right: Monocle, 2013.
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PORTFOLIO: TWO STATES
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Left: Pillories Boy, 2013. Above: Cowboy, 2013.
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PORTFOLIO: TWO STATES

Above: Diorama, 2013. Right: Young Soldier, 2013.
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PHOTOGRAPHERS EVA O’LEARY 

AND HARRY GRIFFIN (Two States) 
set out to photograph this surreal 
visual playground where Civil War 
nostalgia meets the consumer age. 
The result is a series that inhab-
its the gray area between fact and 
commentary, a provocative space 
characterized by the blend of two 
distinct photographic styles.

O’Leary and Gri!n met at Cali-
fornia College of the Arts and kept 
in touch after moving to New York. 
There, each artist began to carve 
out an individual aesthetic, relying 
on the other for feedback. “People 
react to us di"erently,” O’Leary ex-
plains, “which we tend to acknowl-
edge and use to our advantage.”

In the small town of Gettysburg, Pennsylvania—popu-
lation less than 8,000 and an economy built on tourism—
O’Leary and Gri!n witnessed 300,000 visitors, 15,000 
actors, and what O’Leary describes as the subsequent 
“emotional scale and intensity” that comes from reliving 
a bloody, seminal chapter in our nation’s history. Devil’s 
Den reflects this scale and intensity alike, tempered with 
a healthy dose of Two States’ signature humor. So far, 
O’Leary’s obtuse portraiture and Gri!n’s amusing con-
texts appear to be a winning formula. The series snagged 
a Foam Magazine Talent award earlier this year, and has 
since been shown in Paris, Amsterdam, and Dubai. This 
is no small feat considering the scope of the Gettysburg 
event. Faced with tchotchkes and photo ops galore—tod-
dlers sporting stars and stripes, fallen soldiers who rise 

again to hit the supermarket—Two 
States’ ability to focus their energy 
and narrow their vision into a cohe-
sive and thoughtful series is all the 
more impressive.

In the world of Devil’s Den, 
there’s a Battlefield Mini Mart 
with window signs reading, “Hot 
Co"ee,” “Lottery Tickets,” and “Be 
Proud To Be American.” There are 
stocks and pillories for the kids to 
play in, and scraps of uniforms in 
trash piles overflowing with Gato-
rade bottles and Coke cans. There 
are portraits of the re-enactors, 
shot with flash and set against 
neon backdrops as if to reinforce 
their contemporary context. And 
then there are the spectators, like 

the woman wearing shorts with “Gettysburg” stamped 
across the back, or the Union solider and ball cap–wear-
ing tourist side by side, iPhones raised to catch the per-
fect shot. When it comes to the desired e"ect of these 
images, O’Leary explains that she and Gri!n “wanted 
to avoid any reading of documentary” or factual re-
porting. Rather, Two States were after something more 
ethereal, an evocation of telling juxtapositions.

In Gettysburg, American history butts up against 
the power of advertising. Staged fights for unity paral-
lel a new divided America. Devil’s Den encourages us to 
consider this strange American tradition, and to analyze 
what it means to participate in consumer culture…all 
while watching death recreated on a grand scale, Grande 
Latte in hand. 

PORTFOLIO: TWO STATES

O’LEARY AND GRIFFIN WITNESSED 300,000 VISITORS,  

15,000 ACTORS, AND WHAT O’LEARY DESCRIBES  

AS THE SUBSEQUENT “EMOTIONAL SCALE AND INTENSITY” 

THAT COMES FROM RELIVING A BLOODY, SEMINAL CHAPTER  

IN OUR NATION’S HISTORY.

Top: Walmart Shoppers, 2013. Bottom: Photographers, 2013.

Resident, 2013.
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